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You are order a hot
coffee at Café or
even a nutella coffee
if you so please

Step 1
You wait 5 minutes
for coffee because,
per usual, Café is
slow

Step 2
You finally hear your
number called and
pick up your hot
coffee. You take a sip
only to burn your
tongue

Step 3

The Problem



No, it's not just you
It happens to the best of us



Nothing else on the market with color-changing
qualities
Makes drinking hot drinks safer for adults AND
children

Not sure when the coffee has cooled down enough to
drink? Check out our coffee stopper. When it's red, it's
too hot. When it's purple, it's safe to drink.
Temperatures around 140 degrees mean it's safe.

Our competitive advantage? 

OUR SOLUTION
Color-Changing
Coffee Stopper



Retail chains like Starbucks and Pete's Coffee operate in a
market with little differentiation, and this product offers a  
competitive advantage

Sell B2B

Take advantage of the lack of products addressing this
problem to quickly gain market share

Use Early Entry to Gain Market Share 

Sell B2C and provide those who drink coffee at home the
same solution. This more expensive products plays on
sustainability trends and creates a higher margin product

Scale with Reusable Coffee Stoppers

Business
Model

Color-changing nature of product provides a path for
social media to promote the product

Marketing



A partnership with just one market leader represents
a massive opportunity. For example, Starbucks sells
around 2.7m hot drinks/day worldwide.

Selling to a market leader 

While it requires a far more segmented customer
base, a product aimed towards at-home consumers
taps into another massive market: 64% of
Americans consume coffee everyday. 

Coffee at Home

 Sizing The
Opportunity
Whether focusing on at-
home consumers, or chain
coffee stores, the
opportunity is significant

Our coffee stopper is premium at $0.05. Starbucks'
37% market share worldwide implies 7.3m hot
drinks sold at chain coffee stores per day.
Annualizing the number gives coffee stoppers a
market size $133.23m before considering B2C sales. 

Market Size



It can be difficult to sign
on the first large
enterprise customer. But
the opportunities after we
sign on our first customer
are large

Reliant on the first
enterprise customer

to recruit othersThere are a few large
chains that dominate
market share, such as
Starbucks, Pete's Coffee,
Dunkin' Donuts, and
David's Tea 

Lack of Customer
Diversification

Our product will be easy for
coffee corporations with far
more resources than us to
replicate. This provides a
challenge in pricing and
lasting market share

Coffee Stores
Developing Similar

Products 

Risks



Thank You


